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OPEN FORUM POINTS 

The AGM will be followed by the Open Forum at the same venue. The following points have been 

submitted for discussion: 

PJs – Chris Milburn 

I am suggesting that all PJs are entered as individuals and then the tournament organiser (or can pass 

onto a more knowledgeable person, like we do for the arena leagues with all the players) should 

organise the sections. I would be happy to help here (asking for advice from George WF also). This will 

stop certain clubs (this year Kent, next year could be Arden) putting out one strong section to win every 

weekend. By forcing clubs and parents to mix the strength of players up this will create a fair 

competition each tournament. Whether you wanted to extend this to Nationals I would leave that up 

to the Exec. I would be tempted not too as this will interfere with club trophies etc.   

Umpire refresher courses – Chris Milburn 

I think it’s worth a try to bring back mandatory umpire refresher courses, as we used to have to attend 

one each season before Nationals. This might help iron out a few common mistakes you often see etc. 

  
From Kent Target - Background - topics members wish to discuss at the Open Forum  

 Umpiring and grading – at times this year the grading list has not been accurate or up to date and 

not easily available.  Selectors have struggled and tournament entries have been tricky.  Needs to be 

rectified, along with player umpire status and umpire grading.   

 Transparency with Open Squad selection – rules should be firm, freely available, obvious and 

adhered to.  How can we ensure this going forward?  

 Need for more transparency across the board and better communication with membership.    

Problems with Open Squad selection, Nationals cost increase and Nationals club championship 

points all examples of this.  All problems could be avoided with more transparency of how and why 

things are done and better communication.   

 Cost of tournaments – still not clear on Nationals costs and the membership still want more 

information. Not transparent enough.  Where is this money going?  Where did the extra 

membership money we paid this year go?  The costs provided are too generic and don’t mean a lot 

in isolation – need some context such as costs from last years Nationals or costs of a normal Rugby 

tournament for comparison purposes.  As a sport we need to be proactively doing everything we 

can to bring costs down – not good enough to just say costs are increasing. We need to try new 

venues and review costs overall.  The biggest issue for our club is that we have lots of family 

members playing and pay a lot in diesel to travel to tournaments.   

 Nationals – most of our members want to keep the three day format but want to keep costs down.  

Perhaps Rugby is not the right venue.  We need to investigate others – a feeling that either 

Admington or Arden would have been just as good and not as expensive.  Other feedback is toilets 

and showers good this year and worked not having the meal included on Saturday night for this 

occasion (although not suggesting doing this at all tournaments).  Good prizes and programme.  Nice 

touch with the bags for players.  A real shame about the weather!  We would still like to go back to 

the days of old though where Nationals entertainment made the whole thing more fun and more of 

an event – know this is hard to organise though.  If we are to do Nationals merchandise, perhaps 

advertise this better – feedback that most of our members did not know any of this was available.  
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Did not need the stage etc – seemed an unnecessary cost.  Parking in clubs was definitely liked and 

people want to keep this, although Kent were rather squeezed out by others and ended up camping 

all over the place in the end.  A bigger area for Kent next year would be appreciated!    Perhaps 

reiterating the point of asking people to be respectful with the size of their pens would help.  

Linking into these points we would like the following points discussed: 

Point 1 - All tournament fees (excluding Nationals) to be equal and agreed at the beginning of the 

year.  Nationals fee to also be agreed and stuck to in the same way.  Prices need to reflect those that 

have invested in sanding pitches and to justify charging this price, tournaments need to provide a 

minimum of xyz – meal, showers etc.   

More detail and reasoning - Tournament fees to be agreed at the beginning of the year and stuck to i.e. 

clubs will not price their own tournaments anymore.  E.g. fees to be capped at £65 for seniors at the 

beginning of the year for sanded pitches and £60 for non-sanded tournaments for example £50 juniors 

sanded, £45 juniors non-sanded.  Needs to come with a list of what the tournament has to provide – e.g. 

players meal, showers.  This way there is more transparency and everyone knows what they are paying 

for each tournament.  This makes it easier to budget and easier for entries and payment for tournament 

organisers.  At each AGM any price increases should be pre-agreed for the following year - much needs 

to be proactively done to keep costs from spiralling each year.   

Point 2 - Chairman’s/club representatives’ network to be created.  Regular Skpye/conference call to 

be organised for club chairs/club representatives and UKPA.    

More detail and reasoning – Club contacts could be used more effectively.  A proactive forum to 

generate ideas and discuss any current topics.  Also for the UKPA to float any new ideas with clubs.  Will 

not create more work but will improve communication between clubs and the UKPA and iron out any 

problems before they occur.  Skype or similar conference call system would work easily here – no need 

to meet up in person.  Would be an ideal way to garner mood/what is important to people across clubs 

and would also help keep membership in the loop.   Could also be a good forum to help with sports 

development – i.e. updating each other with what is going on in their areas. Perhaps the Membership 

Rep to lead this network? 

Point 3 - Database system for players to be created and made publicly available to clubs (as far as can 

be made available with GDPR) 

More detail and reasoning - This database would include up to date grading and umpire gradings, names 

of horses, whether qualified coach/first aider, age/eligibility for PJs etc.  Perhaps on a more confidential 

note any DVRs could be added.  Could be accessible for membership reps of clubs for example to see 

whether people have paid their UKPA subs.  Clubs could take some of the burden of this work from you 

by updating database etc.  Would also help tournament organisers with up to date info for entries etc.  

Taking it a step further could even be used for player leagues (as is done with Arden winter leagues 

where points awarded) and even selection purposes.    

Point 4 - More transparency in the grading process and provide up to date gradings lists and club 

member lists issued on set dates - suggest 1st April, 1st June, 1st July, 1st Aug.     

More detail and reasoning – Would iron out any problems with transparency and accuracy of peoples 

grading.  Could feed into the database above.  Would be set dates that clubs need to submit any grading 
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changes by to hit these deadlines.  If these dates made publicly available then people will come to 

expect checking at these points of the season.  Would also help bring more transparency to the grading 

process – currently everyone not sure who the grading committee are and what the grading process is.   

Point 5 - Transparency for Nationals club championship points/results.   

More detail and reasoning - It should be made known in advance of nationals the process for calculating 

club championship points at Nationals. We would like to know the number of points awarded for each 

win/best number etc. in advance of Nationals so that clubs can aim for something and see how 

championship points are awarded.  This should not alter each year and if it does it needs to be made 

publicly available.  It could be made more of a thing over the weekend itself with commentary of how 

clubs are doing.  Will create more of an atmosphere around this trophy, give clubs something to aim for 

and will remove the controversy that has surrounded it in some years.   


